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A third medieval bridge on Lake Lednica, Greater Poland

Třetí středověký most na Lednickém jezeře

Andrzej Pydyn – Mateusz Popek

Lake Lednica, Greater Poland, is one of Poland’s most important and longest-studied underwater archaeo-
logical sites. The residential centre established on an island was one of the central points in the state of 
the first Piasts. Previous research located two bridges to the island and discovered the largest collection 
of early medieval military objects in Central Europe in the lake. In the 2017 season, a third bridge was 
discovered on Lake Lednica leading to the small island called Ledniczka on which the layers of an early 
medieval settlement and clear remnants of a motte-type medieval structure are found. Three seasons of 
research on relics of the crossing suggest that it may have functioned in two periods: in the tenth century 
and at the turn of the fourteenth century. During the research, a number of military items, pottery, objects 
made of organic materials and fishing tools were found.

bridge – Middle Ages – Lake Lednica – underwater archaeology

Lednické jezero ve Velkopolsku patří k nejdůležitějším a nejdéle studovaným lokalitám podvodní archeo-
logie ve střední Evropě. Rezidenční centrum zřízené na zdejším Lednickém ostrově bylo jedním z hlavních 
míst prvních Piastovců. Předchozí výzkum odhalil dva mosty spojující ostrov s pevninou a největší soubor 
militárií ze dna středoevropského jezera. V roce 2017 byl identifikován další most, tentokrát zpřístupňu-
jící ostrůvek zvaný Ledniczka. Další výzkum ukázal, že most pravděpodobně fungoval ve dvou periodách: 
v 10. století a na přelomu 13. a 14. století. Přinesl také početný soubor militárií, keramiky, rybářského ná-
činí a výrobků z organických materiálů. Na ostrůvku byly dokumentovány raně středověké situace a opev-
nění typu motte.

most – středověk – Lednické jezero – podvodní archeologie

Introduction

Ostrów Lednicki, situated on Lake Lednica, along with an entire early-medieval settlement 
complex, is one of the most important archaeological sites in Poland. The site’s impor-
tance is confirmed by its 1994 listing as a Historical Monument [Pomnik Historii], which 
is one of Poland’s highest forms of cultural heritage protection. The first research on the 
site appeared in the mid-nineteenth century, but further research and analyses are being 
carried out to this day (Górecki 2016, 30). It is also undoubtedly one of the most impor-
tant underwater archaeological sites in Poland. Two bridge crossings to Ostrów Lednicki 
were initially located in the early 1960s by recreational divers.

Since 1982, underwater archaeological sites of Lake Lednica have been continuously 
studied by a team from Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, currently represented by 
the Centre for Underwater Archaeology of Nicolaus Copernicus University (Kola 2000, 12; 
Kola et al. 2016, 107). These nearly forty years of underwater research activity have resul-
ted in a thorough analysis of the two early medieval bridges (Kurnatowska ed. 2000; Kola – 
Wilke eds. 2014; Kola et al. 2016), seven logboats (Ossowski 2014), the largest collection 
of early medieval militaria in Central Europe (Kurnatowska ed. 2000; Kola – Wilke eds. 
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2014; Sankiewicz 2013, 26) and an extensive collection of other archaeological artefacts. 
It should also be stressed that, every year, research in the Lake Lednica area brings new 
and interesting discoveries. The most valuable is the discovery of a third medieval bridge 
that led to the island of Ledniczka, which is located south-west of Ostrów (Pydyn et al. 2018).

The archaeology of Ostrów Lednicki

There are several dozen archaeological sites around Lake Lednica (fig. 1). However, the 
most important is a residential and religious centre on Ostrów Island in the central part of 
the lake (Ostrów Lednicki). The occupation layers contained cultural items dating back to 
the Stone Age, but settlement on the island experienced its greatest development in the 
Middle Ages, at the turn of the eleventh century in particular (Wyrwa 2016, 303). At the 
end of the ninth century or the beginning of the tenth century, a fortified settlement was 
erected in the southern part of the island, and its defensive fortifications were then rework-
ed and/or expanded three times (Górecki – Łastowiecki 2016, 59–72). A palace was built 
inside the extended stronghold in the second half of the tenth century. This endeavour is 
directly associated with Mieszko I, the first historically known ruler of Poland, and it was 
probably built at the same time as the bridges that have been known about for several de-
cades (fig. 2). Another important masonry building inside the defensive complex is known 
as the “second church”. It was also erected in the 960s and ceased to function by the end 
of the eleventh century (Wrzesiński – Kara 2016, 193). Outside the stronghold, both on the 
island as well as on the shore at the lake settlements, evidence of different crafts activities 
has been found. This includes a place for the gathering and slaughtering of animals. The 
existence of smelting, blacksmithing, horn-working and goldsmith workshops was also 
determined (Banaszak – Tabaka 2016, 290–297). Scandinavian imports (Duczko 2016) 
and objects from eastern cultural circles (Kowalczyk et al. 2019) testify to the importance 
of Ostrów Lednicki.

The remains of two bridges (fig. 2) discovered at the end of the 1950s and the beginning 
of the 1960s were called the Poznań bridge, leading westwards, and the Gniezno bridge, 
leading eastwards (Kola et al. 2016, 107).

The Gniezno bridge, from the central part of the island to the eastern shore of the lake, was 187 m long, 
while its reconstructed width is about 5 m. It was erected using a beam construction and rebuilt several 
times. Numerous dendrochronological analyses determined that the bridge was erected in the 960s, and 
then rebuilt or repaired five times in the years: 976–978, 979–981, 982–1006, 1007–1017 and in 1032 
(Krąpiec 2000; Wilke 2000; Kola et al. 2016, 111–117). The discovery of the above-water structural parts 
of the bridge allowed its appearance to be reconstructed (fig. 3). After piles were driven in, they were 
combined into bundles, which were joined with a yoke beam across the axis of the bridge. This created 
one pillar of the crossing. The pillars were connected with each other by placing joist beams on the yoke 
beams to form the bridge spans and its load-bearing structure. The last element consisted of transverse 
boards, or laths, that constituted the roadway (Krąpiec 2000, 49–56; Wilke 2000, 57–72; Kola et al. 2016, 
113–116). Unfortunately, the data that has been collected does not yet allow for the existence of barriers 
on the bridge to be reliably confirmed or reconstructed. During the research, a huge number of organic 
artefacts was also found, allowing conclusions to be drawn regarding many aspects of the lives of the 
early medieval inhabitants of Ostrów Lednicki: from agriculture (Szulta 2000), through everyday life 
(Grupa 2000), fashion (Drążkowska 2000) and craftsmanship (Mateuszewska-Kola 2000), to the art of 
war (Głosek – Kirpičnikov 2000; Tokarski 2000).
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On the other side of the island was the Poznań bridge approximately 440 m long and 5 m wide and 
named after the city in whose direction it led. It was built in the same way as the eastern bridge. This cros-
sing was built in the years 961–963, then was rebuilt in the years 965–969, 980–981, 995–1004, 1007–1009, 
1015–1018, 1020–1026 and 1033 (Radka 2014a; Wilke 2014; Kola et al. 2016, 117–121). Although the 
structure was similar in general principles to the eastern bridge, it was noticed that the pile bundles at 
greater depths consisted of more elements than those near the shore. This was a result of the lake’s con-
siderable depth here (up to 11 m; Wilke 2014, 41–68; Kola et al. 2016, 120). For the construction of this 
bridge, sessile oak (Quercus patraea) was used, choosing trunks up to 14–15 m long and 12–22 cm in 

Fig. 1. Archaeo-
logical sites near 
Lake Lednica (by 
M. Popek).
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diameter. Trees aged 21–60 years were mainly used, accounting for 71.5% of all analysed piles (Radka 
2014a, 41–68; Kola et al. 2016, 122). Numerous artefacts have been found on the Poznań bridge, as with 
the Gniezno bridge, allowing inferences to be made about the life of the early medieval community of 
Ostrów Lednicki (Kola – Wilke eds. 2014).

During research on the bridges, as well as during surveys around the lake, a huge quan-
tity of early medieval military equipment was found. Apart from the remains of the bridges, 
these objects were mostly concentrated on the north-west side of the island (Wilke 2006; 
Kola et al. 2016, 127). Items of arms and armour include: 141 axes (Sankiewicz 2013, 28); 
48 spear points, including three fully preserved spears (Sankiewicz 2018, 28); seven swords 
(Sankiewicz 2011, 13); a conical helmet; and chain mail. However, besides the militaria, 
many other items – especially sickles – were found around the island.

Fig. 2. Bridges of Lake Lednica (by M. Popek, P. Stencel).
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In the waters of Lake Lednica, a significant number of logboats have also been found. 
Of as many as seven specimens found in the lake, three are from the Early Middle Ages. 
Two from this period have been extracted, while one remains in situ. They were made of 
wood such as oak, linden and poplar. All the specimens are of an exceptional length for 
dugouts, ranging around 10 m. They may have served transport, military or prestige func-
tions (Ossowski 1999; 2014; Radka 2017).

The archaeology of Ledniczka Island

In terms of the latest discoveries on Lake Lednica, of particular importance is the site on 
the island of Ledniczka, also known as Kuchnia Polska [Polish Cuisine] or Kucharka [Cook] 
(fig. 3). There is a motte-type structure on this island, rising 6 m above ground level. Its 
flat top has a diameter of 20 m. To its north-west is a semi-circular earthen embankment 
1.80 m high and 20 m wide. Between the embankment and the stronghold is a depression 
that may be the remains of a moat (Górecki et al. 1996). Archaeological studies on the top 
of the motte have revealed the remains of three buildings. Two had the lower part of their 
walls made of stones, while the third building is a half-dugout (Górecki et al. 1996, 206–209). 
A fairly diverse collection of artefacts was also found in the occupation layers, including 
blacksmith tools, household equipment, clothing, and military items (Górecki et al. 1996, 
210). Of the militaria, pieces of small arms in particular, such as bolt heads, correspond 
to finds from the remains of the bridge leading to the island. The chronology of this site 
was determined – based on the excavated archaeological materials and the shape of the 
motte – as being fourteenth-century (Górecki et al. 1996, 234–235). Most likely the earth-
works carried out here at that time must have caused significant damage to the previous 
layers. The medieval motte-type structure on Ledniczka Island should be associated with 
the functioning here of the Ostrów castellany that was either founded on the island in the 
thirteenth century or transferred here from neighbouring Ostrów Lednicki at the end of 
that century (Wasilewski 1967, 554; Leśny 1976, 19; Górecki et al. 1996, 239). Comparing 
the written sources against the archaeological research suggests that the end of the occu-
pation of the island falls between 1471 and 1521 (Górecki et al. 1996, 239). Another inter-
pretation is that this settlement was not a castellany, but rather the seat of the local noble 
Latalski family (Górecki et al. 1996, 240).

The bridge to Ledniczka Island

Information on the potential existence of a bridge to Ledniczka Island comes from the end 
of the nineteenth century: one of the first publications on Lake Lednica reads: In the end, 
it seems that these two islands were once connected to each other, and again to the main-
land on each side, both towards Gniezno and towards Poznań, by a wooden bridge whose 
remains lie at the bottom of the lake. From time to time in these areas, fishing nets catch 
on piles protruding under the water. [...] A present-day tenant of the village of Dzieka-
nowice had, no longer ago than on the eve of our last stay on the island, amassed fourteen 
such piles. (Sokołowski 1876, 125–126). The author is probably describing as many as 
four bridges: two leading from Ostrów Lednicki to the shore, a third between the main 
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Fig. 3. Model of the construction of the medieval bridge: red (1) – yoke beam, green (2) – joist/mudsill 
beam, yellow (3) – pile, blue (4) – lath/board (based on Kola – Wilke 2000).

island and Ledniczka, and a fourth from Ledniczka to the land. It is difficult to clearly 
assess whether this nineteenth-century account was based on the collective memory of 
local residents or was instead the writer’s hypothesis. The information about fourteen 
piles excavated from the lake the day before the arrival of the author of this text remains 
undisputed. Unfortunately, we do not know from which of the bridges that functioned here 
in the past the piles in question were obtained. In the 1980s, unconfirmed information from 
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a local sculptor living in the village of Rybitwy appeared to the effect that, in the past, 
wood of the so-called black oak had been extracted for him from around Ledniczka Island, 
and he had used it for carving (Pydyn et al. 2018, 186).

It was this information, as well as the notes from the nineteenth century, that inspired 
the Department of Underwater Archaeology of the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń 
to attempt to find the bridge crossing to Ledniczka in the 1980s and 1990s. Unfortunately, 
multiple dives around the island brought no success, and archaeologists focused their in-
terest on the famous bridge crossings of Ostrów Lednicki (Kola – Wilke 1983, 3).

The situation changed thanks to the project: Kolebka Piastów: archeologiczne prospe-
kcje podwodne w rejonie Jeziora Lednickiego [The Cradle of the Piasts: Archaeological 
Underwater Prospections in the Area of Lake Lednica], supported by the Ministry of Cul-
ture and National Heritage. This project aimed to comprehensively identify the archaeo-
logical resources of Lake Lednica. During the analysis of bathymetric maps, potential ano-
malies were identified between Ledniczka island and the mainland. The conducted surveys 
located the structural elements of a bridge (Pydyn et al. 2018, 182). In 2017, as part of the 
aforementioned project, preliminary documentation of the relics of the bridge was also 
compiled, and its systematic exploration and documentation began in the 2018 season 
(Pydyn 2018; Pydyn – Popek 2019).

Fig. 4. Axis of bridge to Ledniczka Island and range of excavated area (by M. Popek, P. Stencel).
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Analysis of construction

During two years of works, 96 m2 of bridge remains were excavated, which is only 6% 
of the area in which the remains of the bridge might be found (fig. 4). The research excava-
tions were conducted in the central part of the crossing, precisely where the bathymetric 
anomalies were located. An important observation was that no bridge remains were found 
around the location of the bridgehead on the island side. They were probably destroyed 
by unusual sedimentation and post-depositional processes that occur around Ledniczka 
Island.

The underwater part of the bridge can be reconstructed on the basis of the arrangement 
of piles. In the case of the tested object, 11 vertical structural elements have so far been 
documented. All piles underwent dendrochronological analysis. Unfortunately, only one, 
along with one horizontal structural element, provided specific dates. This dating was par-
ticularly hampered by the small number of annual growth rings in many collected sam-
ples and by the elements having been produced using tree species other than oak. Never-
theless, the obtained dates are extremely interesting and allow for an initial chronological 
interpretation of the structure. The dated sample from the pile was well preserved: it had 
130 annual growth rings and a sapwood layer. This made it possible to date the felling of 
the tree used to make the pile to the autumn of 913 or the winter of 913/914 (Ważny 2019). 
The date obtained for the sample taken from the horizontal element is much younger. The 
analysed element did not have a sapwood layer, but it can be stated that it came from a tree 

Construction 
element Task No Sample No Conventional 

date
14C date (cal.) Dendro-chrono-

logical date
Diameter

Cm
Wood 
species

Pile 1 12973/17 Poz-96677 1085 ± 30 BP
95.4% probability 

894AD (30.5%) 932AD 
937AD (64.9%) 1016AD

---- 13.8 oak

Pile 2 14226/18 Poz-107513 1125 ± 30 BP

95.4% probability 
777AD (2.4%) 791AD 
807AD (1.2%) 819AD 
825AD (2.1%) 842AD 

862AD (89.7%) 991AD

----- 24.1 ----

Pile 3 ---- ---- 17.0 elm

Pile 4 13961/18 Poz-105039 1135 ± 30 BP

95.4% probability
777AD (4.3%) 792AD
803AD (8.0%) 844AD
857AD (83.0%) 986AD

---- 14.6 oak

Pile 5 13961/18 Poz-105040 1110 ± 30 BP 95.4% probability
879AD (95.4%) 1013AD ---- 18.5 oak

Pile 6 14226/18 Poz-107512 1120 ± 30 BP

95.4% probability
778AD (1.7%) 790AD
809AD (0.5%) 815AD
826AD (1.4%) 841AD

863AD (91.8%) 995AD

---- 21.2 ----

Pile 7 14226/18 Poz-107511 745 ± 30 BP 95.4% probability
1223AD (95.4%) 1289AD ---- 25.6 ----

Pile 8 ---- 913/914 AD 19.6 oak

Pile 9 ---- ---- 19.5 elm

Pile 10 ---- ---- 17.6 oak

Pile 11 ---- ---- 17.0 oak

Beam ---- 1302 AD ---- oak

Tab. 1. List of construction elements with dating, diameter and species of the wood from which they were 
made (Goslar 2017; 2018a; 2018b; Ważny 2017; 2019).
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felled after 1293 – most likely in 1302 (Ważny 2017). A valuable supplement to the dendro-
chronological dates is provided by calibrated radiocarbon datings from tests on six piles 
by the Poznań Radiocarbon Laboratory. Slices of wood for radiocarbon analysis were cut 
from six piles. Each sample contained a layer of cambium. Dating was performed at Poznań 
Radiocarbon Laboratory on the outer part of the slices in order to obtain a date closest to 
that of the felling of the tree (Goslar 2017; 2018a; 2018b).

The dendrochronological and radiocarbon dates complement each other, suggesting 
that the crossing may have functioned in two periods. The first is dated to the tenth century, 
the second to the turn of the fourteenth century. However, in order to confirm this thesis, 
a larger series of dendrochronological datings should be made (fig. 5).

Upon analysis of the remains of the bridge, it can be concluded that it was about 100 m 
long and ran on an east–west axis (Pydyn et al. 2018, 187). It was built at the narrowest 

Fig. 5. Bridge construction elements with radiocarbon and dendrochronological dating results, with ortho-
photography of excavated area (by M. Popek, P. Stencel).
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point between the island and the mainland. The vertical relics of the bridge are spread 
over a width of about 6.5 m, which may suggest the width of the crossing. This means that 
it was slightly wider than the bridges erected by Mieszko I, which were most probably 
about 5 m wide (Wilke 2000; 2014; Kola et al. 2016, 111–121). However, any final recon-
struction of the bridge to Ledniczka should be deferred until more structural elements are 
uncovered.

One way to reconstruct the width of the bridge is to determine the distance between the 
holes in the yoke beams (fig. 3). This is based on the principles of early medieval Slavic 
bridge construction, which suggest that the yoke beams were placed on piles or a group 
of two or three piles to form pillars (Wilke 2000). During the research on the bridge to 
Ledniczka, two yoke beams were found, including a complete one and another with only 
one yoke hole (fig. 6). The distance between the yoke holes on the complete beam was 
2.5 m. This seems too small, both in terms of the width of the bridge and the length of the 

Fig. 6. Planigraphy of bridge construction elements (by M. Popek).
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span, because in such a case the 100-m bridge would have had to consist of as many as 
40 spans. It is likely that this was a single, atypical construction element. Early medieval 
bridges were built using a beam technique or a much simpler technique that used two or 
three piles in a pillar (Szulta 2008). The arrangement of piles on the Ledniczka bridge 
does not fit any of these types (fig. 6). Perhaps this is because there are still too few known 
relics, and future research will provide answers to these issues.

At the present stage of research, our knowledge about the crossing from the thirteenth 
to fourteenth century is also incomplete. Dendrochronological and radiocarbon dating con-
firmed the chronology of selected structural elements. These elements are located slightly 
south of the relics dated to the tenth century.

The stratigraphy of the bridge

Because medieval bridges were built mainly on lakes in which the bottom layers are 
well preserved and undisturbed, it is often possible to recognise the layers associated with 
the bridge’s function, and even those related to its construction phase. The latter are char-
acterised by the large amounts of wood shavings produced during construction. Such layers 
were noted on the Poznań and Gniezno bridges (Kola – Wilke 1989, 87–89).

The multi-phase nature of the crossing to Ledniczka affects the appearance of its strati-
graphic layers. We can distinguish between two distinct cultural layers related to the con-
struction and the use of bridges, and two separate layers of grey lake sand, which are most 
likely associated with periods when the bridges were defunct. The whole structure is cov-
ered with several dozen centimetres of biogenic, natural bottom sediments.

Artefacts

Anaerobic conditions in lake sediments mean that artefacts made of various types of 
materials are often preserved. This was the case in the research on the remains of the bridge 
to the island of Ledniczka. Metal items – especially military ones – were documented here, 
as well as items made of organic materials such as wood and leather, of which objects 
related to fishing represent an interesting category (fig. 7).

Among the military finds, as many as five arrowheads, one bolt arrowhead, two axes, 
a pike and a spear were found (figs. 8 and 9). Two types of arrowheads can be distinguished 
in the collection: tips with a sleeve and tips with a shank (fig. 8). One specimen with a shank 
had a preserved shaft fragment (fig. 8: 7). The eight-sided shaft was affixed to the tip by 
a black substance – probably tar. All the specimens are quite delicate and approximately 
5 cm long and 1–2 cm wide. Based on well-dated analogues from other sites, it is possible to 
cautiously determine that these items originate from between the twelfth century and the turn 
of the fifteenth century (Wachowski 1982, 179; Gedl 2002, 76–77; Abramek 2007, 5–6). 
Another issue is that doubts exist as to whether the heads should be identified as arrow- or 
boltheads. In fact, there were no differences in morphology between the two, with the main 
difference being mainly in their size and weight (Abramek 2007, 5). Therefore, based on 
these differentiators, it was concluded that most of the items in question were arrowheads.1

1 We thank Piotr Dmochowski for his kind consultation.
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The boltheads were represented by two examples (fig. 8: 1-2). The first is a head with 
a total length 9.2 cm and width 1.4 cm (fig. 8: 1). The sleeve length was 2.5 cm and the blade 
length was 5.2 cm. A piece of shaft was preserved in the sleeve of the specimen in question. 
This specimen is of type I according to A. Nadolski’s typology of bolts. These heads are dated 
broadly to between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries (Nadolski 1954, 65). The second 
bolthead is a square-profiled head 7.7 cm long and over 2 cm wide (fig. 8: 2). In the part 
where the shank should be found, the head was broken, so it is difficult to determine the size 
of the entire piece (Pydyn et al. 2018, 188). Based on the typology created by A. Nadolski, 
this specimen can be designated as type I, which is dated to the twelfth to sixteenth century. 
During the land-based research carried out on Ledniczka Island, 14 boltheads were docu-
mented, the dates of which were determined to be similar to the dates of those found in 
the water (Górecki et al. 1996, 229; Pydyn et al. 2018, 188). Also, during the underwater 
research on the Poznań bridge, one analogous example was identified (Popek 2014, 136).

Fig. 7. Location of artefacts at the site of the bridge to Ledniczka Island (by M. Popek).
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Another category of military objects found on the relics of the bridge to the island of 
Ledniczka is iron axe heads. The first of the axes, with a preserved fragment of shaft, was 
19.5 cm long and 3.48 cm wide at the base (fig. 9: 4). The blade of this specimen was 
10.9 cm long. The shaft fragment tapered slightly toward the bottom, forming a gentle cone. 
The blade of this specimen was rounded, with a pronounced beard, and the toe was almost 
perpendicular to the head. Such a construction allows the item to be classified as type IX 
according to Głosek. These types of artefacts date to the thirteenth to fifteenth century and 
are regarded as household or carpentry items (Głosek 1996, 40–42). The second iron axe 
specimen was not found during the excavations, but during the first surveys of the site in 
2017. This axe had an asymmetrical, slightly arched blade 8.8 cm long and 0.5 cm thick 
(fig. 9: 3). The lower part of the beard was broken off. The eye took the form of a sleeve 
that was very elongated downwards; it was 12.9 cm long and 2.3 cm thick at its widest 
point. The item can be designated as type X according to Głosek and dated to the four-
teenth to fifteenth century. These objects were most likely used for carpentry, as evidenced 
by iconographic representations (Głosek 1996, 43–45; Pydyn et al. 2018, 188).

The spearhead found in the first seasons of research is in very good condition (fig. 9: 2). 
It was 23 cm long, and the cross-section of the spearhead was diamond-shaped. A frag-
ment of shaft was preserved in the sleeve. At its base, the sleeve formed a 2.9-cm-wide 

Fig. 8. Arrowheads and bolts (1, 3, 4 by N. Stawarz; 2 by A. Kulesz; 5, 6, 7 by K. Kociszewska).
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polygon. The transition to the head was quite smooth. Objects of this type with a polygonal 
sleeve appeared in the thirteenth century and were in use throughout the Late Middle Ages 
(Lech 2008, 88; Pydyn et al. 2018, 190).

The next artefact was significantly corroded and partially damaged; its total length was 
43.8 cm (fig. 9: 1). It consists of two elements – a tip that gently widens and transitions 
into the sleeve, where a fragment of shaft was found. The tip had a 1.2 × 1.2-cm square 
cross-section. The tip transitioned into the sleeve by cutting. This object was found sev-
eral metres north of the hypothetical axis of the bridge. Analysing the way the discussed 

Fig. 9. Axes and 
spearhead from 
the bridge to Led-
niczka Island (1, 3 
by A. Kulesz; 2 by 
N. Stawarz).
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object was formed, it can be assumed that it is a pike head. This type of weapon was used 
in the fifteenth or sixteenth century (Lech 2008, 131–133; Pydyn et al. 2018, 191).

Another interesting category of artefacts is that of fishing-related objects. The first is 
a net float found between horizontal construction elements (fig. 10: 3). This well-preserved 
item was made of bark and had a trapezoidal shape with its longest side being 7.8 cm. At its 
narrowest part there was a hole with a diameter of 0.6 cm, and on the edge of the shortest 
side there was an imprint – most probably from a string that had been threaded through the 
hole. By comparing the object to finds from Gdańsk, which comprise the best compiled 
collection, this float can be assigned to group B – trapezoidal floats. Their chronology is 
very wide and ranges from the tenth to the early-fourteenth century. Similar items have 
been found in most coastal sites, confirming their widespread nature (Rulewicz 1994, 172; 
Pydyn et al. 2018, 191–192). It should be noted that during the examination of the Gniezno 
bridge, five floats were found, four of which were made of bark (Szulta 2000, 109). Mean-
while, during the excavation of the Poznań bridge, four floats were found, three of which 

Fig. 10. Artefacts 
made of organic 
materials from the 
bridge to Lednicz-
ka Island (1 by 
N. Stawarz; 2 by 
K. Radnicka; 3 by 
A. Kulesz; 4, 5, 6 by 
K. Kociszewska).
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were made of bark. One of these specimens was similar in shape to the float found on the 
bridge to Ledniczka (Radka 2014b, 158).

The second fishing-related artefact in the area of the bridge crossing to Ledniczka is the 
remains of a woven basket containing a rock (fig. 11). Judging by the shape of the object 
and where it was found, it can be assumed that it was a fish trap basket. Fish trap baskets 
were made of willow, hazel or birch twigs. They varied in shape and size (Gręzak et al. 
2018, 175). Medieval items of this type in Poland are known from four specimens. These 
were found at the following sites: Ostrówek in Opole (Hołubowicz 1955, 215, fig. 13), 

Fig. 11. Ortho-
photography of 
fish trap in situ 
(by P. Stencel).
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Gdańsk (Rulewicz 1994, 197), Nowy Dworek (Chudziak et al. 2016, 184, fig. 194) and 
the Poznań bridge on Lake Lednica (Gręzak et al. 2018). Only this last site has been sub-
jected to radiocarbon analysis, which showed that it came from the twelfth to thirteenth 
century (Gręzak et al. 2018, 175), i.e., from after the bridge had been destroyed.

As mentioned earlier, the anaerobic conditions found in bottom sediments are favour-
able for the preservation of organic material. In the immediate vicinity of the crossing to 
Ledniczka, two leather items and three fragments of rope were found. The first leather 
item had no distinctive features, whereas the second consisted of two pieces of tanned 
leather with a leather thong (fig. 10: 1). The slightly ragged object resembled a 9×10.5-cm 
rectangle. There are seven pieces of leather cord on one side and six on the other. Such 
a shape and structure suggest that it may be a fragment of a poulaine (or “crakow”) shoe. 
Similar items were found during the research on the Gniezno bridge (Drążkowska 2000, 
190). Another category of organic objects is rope fragments (fig. 10: 4–6). Two are made of 
two strands, and one of the smallest is made of three strands. In the Middle Ages, cords and 
ropes were made of phloem, linen, hemp, hair and wool (Maik 1991, 21, 38). The current 
collection of ropes from the Ledniczka bridge is clearly less extensive than that found on 
the Gniezno bridge (Grupa 2000, 142), but this is undoubtedly a function of the scale of 
the research that has been carried out.

Conclusion

The bridge to Ledniczka is one of the most important archaeological discoveries made in 
the waters of Lake Lednica in the last dozen or so years. The last three seasons of research 
made it possible to propose new research hypotheses and to find many interesting artefacts. 
At the present stage of research, we can say that Ledniczka Island was connected to the 
western shore of the lake by a bridge from early Piast times erected in the tenth century.2 
It is not known when it ceased to be used, but it seems unlikely that it could have survived 
the Gniezno and Poznań bridges, the use of which ended during the crisis of the early Piast 
monarchy in the late 1030s. A new crossing to Ledniczka was built at the turn of the four-
teenth century.

In light of dendrochronological dating and a number of radiocarbon dates, it is certain 
that in the tenth century a bridge was in operation here. The most intriguing question is 
whether it was created at a similar time as the Gniezno and Poznań crossings, or whether 
it is older. Answering this question is not made easier by the limited number of artefacts 
from the tenth century obtained during underwater research of the bridge.3 On Ledniczka 
Island itself, the tenth-century layers were also largely destroyed during major subsequent 

2 The structure of the bridge to Ledniczka differs markedly from that of the bridges to Ostrów Lednicki. At this 
stage of the research, spatial analysis of the pile distribution does not allow for a clear identification of confor-
mity with the construction of Slavic bridges in Polish lands and the Slavic Odra River region.
3 The lack of cultural objects dating from the first phase of the bridge can be explained by the brevity of the 
structure’s operation and the limited size of the underwater area explored. Meanwhile, the thinness of the tenth 
to eleventh century layers on Ledniczka is probably explained by significant earthworks conducted there in the 
Late Middle Ages and by the state of progress of the research (since excavations have thus far covered only the 
motte-type structure).
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earthwork, and only limited archaeological research has been carried out here. It therefore 
seems justified to conduct another, comprehensive excavation on this island.

Another bridge to Ledniczka was built at the turn of the fourteenth century. At present, 
its functioning is confirmed by fewer dendrochronological and radiocarbon dates than for 
the tenth-century crossings. On the other hand, the vast majority of the artefacts acquired in 
the last three seasons of underwater research can be associated with the thirteenth/four-
teenth-century phase of the operation of this crossing. Also, the general archaeological 
context – in the form of the identified motte-type residence dating back to the thirteenth 
to fifteenth century – would justify the erection of a bridge connecting Ledniczka with the 
mainland. The function of this stronghold has not been positively determined (Górecki et al. 
1996, 197): it was certainly no longer a core of central power, but a seat of local authori-
ties – perhaps of a castellan or a local noble family. Either while or after the crossing was 
in operation, there was fishing activity in this place, as evidenced by the find of a float and 
fish trap.

The three seasons of research on the relics of the bridge to Ledniczka provided ex-
tremely interesting results. They also allowed a number of new hypotheses and research 
questions to be formulated: the key question is what role Ledniczka Island’s defensive 
structure and its bridges to the mainland played in the wider Ostrów Lednicki settlement 
complex.
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